LOLI® (List Of LIsts) Regulatory Database
The LOLI Database
LOLI is an extensive chemical regulatory database, designed to quickly and easily find information on specific
chemicals, and regulations pertaining to chemicals. LOLI contains hundreds of thousands of chemicals from over 2900
list sources, as well as synonyms and molecular and structural formulas with links to generic chemical groups. The
regulatory data is supplemented with non-regulatory information on related topics, such as toxicity, ecotoxicity, and
physical properties.
The LOLI database list sources include data from:
- Africa
- Canada Federal & Provincial Governments
- European Union Directives
- Latin America
- National & International Advisory Agencies
- Transportation Regulations

- Asia-Pacific Region
- European Non-EU Countries
- European Union Member Countries
- United States Federal & State Governments
- Government Inventory Lists
- REACH and GHS Based Sources

LOLI is designed to assist you in complying with occupational,
environmental, health, safety and transportation regulations and
in writing Material Safety Data Sheets (M)SDSs and labels for
your products and intermediaries.

LOLI Datafeed
For customers who need regulatory data integrated with existing applications, we offer the LOLI database as a data feed.
The download comes with a full table mapping and description
and is available in the following formats:
SQL Server 2000 and 2005

LOLI Desktop Software
LOLI Desktop is an extremely versatile Windows based program that installs easily on any PC. With this software you can:
- Create your own lists of chemicals
- Take information from LOLI lists
- Search on one chemical or on many chemicals
through all or part of the database
- Much more!

- Add and subtract chemicals from your lists
- Find synonyms/chemical groups
- Search using personalized scripts

LOLI-SAP
The LOLI-SAP Loader program easily interfaces with the SAP EHS system. This program allows an initial load of Product
Safety or Dangerous Goods data into the correct specification database locations and, if desired, data is also provided
for related customization tables. You can use standardized property tree settings or select custom property and characteristic settings for the placement of data. The LOLI-SAP Loader also allows for updates into a system that already
has LOLI or other data loaded.

LOLI-On-Line
The perfect way to economically perform an occasional regulatory check on a chemical. LOLI-on-Line can search CAS
numbers by chemical name, PMN number, EINECS number and more. Fast, inexpensive and easy to use. Just access
www.chemadvisor.com and follow the on-screen prompts. With a few clicks of your mouse, you can precisely view
the information you're looking for.
There are no up-front fees! Just pay for what you use, or create a corporate account. Call ChemADVISOR to get a user
name and password. Hundreds of thousands of chemicals can be searched in seconds. You can check you chemicals
against inventory lists and our extensive set of health and safety regulations and advisory sources.

LOLI-Intranet
Receive all the power and convieniece of the LOLI-on-Line Internet website secured on your company's own private
network. ChemADVISOR now offers an Intranet version of the LOLI database, allowing users from all company locations to access the complete LOLI regulatory database through their internet browsers without ever having to leave
their company's network. There is no software to install and the database and application are scalable to one or more
servers. LOLI-Intranet is the perfect solution for companies that need to provide regulatory information to a dispersed
group of users with limited administrative resources.

E-mail us now for more information
on this or any of our other products.

info@chemadvisor.com
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